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Professional, Flexible and Multi-tasking
CURION provides total integration, meaning all types of signal sources
and imaging modalities with all sorts of medical equipment. CURION
assists the doctors to enhance learning, helping the doctor to establish academic communication.
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Simplify Management, Seamless Video, Integrated Recording
The seamless, intuitive image through the Video-over-IP system instantly route any image
source to any destination, with no need to re-plug equipment. That system should be centrally
managed for flexible growth. Record multiple video sources simultaneously, on the network-based application, in various combinations of formats and resolutions with high quality
and in real-time. This is particularly beneficial with mobile devices, such as endoscopy trolleys,
that are used among several ORs. Mediscena for viewing real-time surgery video and broadcast historical cases with a browser, enhance the sense of presence in education.

Upgrade Your Professional Platform
CURION integrates medical imaging, operating room monitoring, video, and audio. We are
experienced in cooperating with the vendors of your medical equipment. CURION integrates
any model from any supplier. CURION smoothly switches to adopt which medical image is
needed, from sources including live video signals from endoscopes, ultrasound, light cameras,
etc.

Designed for the Operating Room
There are certain projects that only customized solutions can perform as you need them to.
With our customized solution you can tailor workflow perfectly for your professional field.
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Hospital-Wide Application
CURION can also be applied to Gastroenterology
departments, Neuroradiology departments, Cardiology
departments, Neurology departments, Rehabilitation
departments, Radiology departments, etc. performing
image-guided procedures.

Flexible Video Switching
CURION offers a wide range of display modes and
customized screen layouts, including switching to
multiple monitors in full screen, picture-in-picture or
multi-split (quad view or more than four).

Support for 3rd Party Accessories
User-focused integration allows for more
accessories in the workflow. Record first-view
surgical images with a head-mounted wireless
camera in the procedure, or virtual glasses with
left and right eye 3D image capture (supports
Robotic Assisted Surgical Systems) before,
during and after surgery.

Supports DICOM
CURION can receive DICOM worklists or
upload data to hospital servers.
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Communicate, Educate, Collaborate
CURION facilitates optimal collaboration and creates connectivity between procedure rooms,
departments, and hospitals. Video can quickly be shared with the doctor. CURION can be used
for viewing real-time surgery video and can broadcast historical cases with a browser. The
Multi-task function can support Medical video conferences in full HD that can be held within
the department as well as with the remote healthcare team. CURION can be used for virtual
lectures by broadcasting from the procedure room to students in a seminar or to medical congresses.

For Inheriting Teaching, Training, And Knowledge
CURION supports live video streaming, with communication plus annotation and broadcast
functions. Medical professionals can tag a significant phase in critical procedures. Utilizing
these tags not only aids medical professionals find what they are looking for easily but can also
be used to help safeguard patient privacy. With simple touch-panel control, it’s ideal for showcasing surgical procedures to students and professors elsewhere in the hospital, or to conference delegates worldwide.

Video Editing and Rewind
CURION integrates video editing functions commonly used in clinical environments, such as
trim, cut, the ability to create still images from the video, and adding annotations.

Multi-Task System
CURION can customized video re-layouts as picture-in-picture or multi-split (allowing customized video from multiple source screens, for use in your meeting room or classroom).
CURION preset features different preset image modes for different departments. Of course, it
can also follow the doctor's own preference setting, with a shortcut key to quickly switch the
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